Abbottsville
Explore & Provide
Matt Worden, 2014

2-6 Players
60-90 Minutes
Tile Laying, Exploration, Pick-up & Deliver

Background Story
In 1827, William Taylor Abbott and his wife, Helen, set out from the civilized living of the mid-Atlantic coast to
find land in the unsettled west. A few dozen others joined them, each seeking their own new adventure.
After a few months of westward wandering, the group came upon a beautiful and fertile expanse of grasslands,
dotted with lakes and woods. Abbott immediately fell in love with the land, and the new village of Abbottsville
was formed.
Now, Abbott is organizing 2-person teams to explore the surrounding lands, defend against the predators that
roam there, and gather goods to provide for the village. Will you be able to successfully lead a number of these
teams and become known as Abbottsville’s best explorer?

Components
The following items are used to play Abbottsville:
• 40 Map Tiles
• 6 Player Reference Cards & 6 matching Player Pawns … 1 each in black, blue, green, orange, purple,
and yellow
• 12 Abbottsville People Cards
• 63 Rewards Cards
• 1 Village Alarm Card & 1 red Card Stand
• 18 Custom Dice (4 blue, 4 black, 4 yellow, 3 red, 3 white) & matching Dice Stickers
• 6 red Predator Pawns
• 36 blue Water Chips
• 24 black Stone Chips
• 12 yellow Food Chips
• 40 white Explorer Cubes
• 18 red Injury Marker sticks

One-Time Assembly
Assemble the following components before you play the game for the first time:
Village Alarm - Slide the red card stand onto the bottom of the “Village Alarm” card.
Custom Dice - Put stickers onto the custom dice. The stickers are specific to their matching dice. Be sure to
have the correct number of each type of sticker on each die:
Blue Water Dice use stickers with a light blue “raindrop” background. Place these stickers on each of the 4 blue dice:

Black Stone Dice use stickers with a dark gray “brick wall” background. Place these stickers on each of the 4 black
dice:

Yellow Food Dice use stickers with a yellow “burlap” background. Place these stickers on each of the 4 yellow dice:

Red Predator Dice use stickers with a red “scratches” background. Place these stickers on each of the 3 red dice:

White Defense Dice use stickers with a light gray “cloud” background. Place these stickers on each of the 3 white
dice:

Setting Up for a Game
Prepare the Common Stock & Rewards
Place the following items along the side of the play area, grouped by type and color: Dice, Chips, Cubes,
Injury Markers (“sticks”), Predator Pawns, and the Village Alarm. These are the Common Stock that players
will take bits from and return bits to during the game.
Shuffle the deck of Reward cards and set it face-down on the side of the play area.
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Prepare the Players
Have each player select one Player Reference card and its matching Player Pawn. Return the unselected
Player Pawns to the box. Unselected Player Reference cards may be shared face-down around the table.
Shuffle the Abbottsville People cards and deal 2 face-down cards to each player. Look at your 2 People
cards, keep one and return the other.
(If you are new to the game, review the “People Cards” section on page 11.)
Shuffle the returned People cards back into the remaining deck and set it
face-down on the side of the play area.
Going around the table, have each player reveal the People card they
are starting with and read the description on the card to everyone. Set
your Player Reference card and starting People card face-up in front of
you. Leave enough room to place goods chips on the Carry Circles
showing on the cards.

Prepare the Tiles
The 7 starting tiles show the same image on both sides of the tile -- 1 is
Abbottsville, and the other 6 are of the fence that surrounds the village.
Arrange these tiles in the middle of the play area so that they look like the
picture to the right. This is the start of the game’s map.
Set the Player Pawns onto the Abbottsville tile.

Remove Predator Home Tiles: If you are playing with only 2 or 3 players, remove some
Predator Home tiles (shown to the left) before taking the next step. Return the removed tiles
to the box:
• 2 players: Remove 2 Predator Home Tiles
• 3 players: Remove 1 Predator Home Tile
• 4, 5 or 6 players: Do not remove any Predator Home Tiles

Turn all of the other tiles face-down and shuffle them. Stack them into 3 or 4 stacks of about the same size and
place the stacks on the side of the play area opposite of the Common Stock.

Pick a player to take the first turn and begin the game.
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Playing the Game
Objective
Collect Reward cards by exploring new territory on the map, providing goods to the village, hunting predators
and interacting with the Trade Caravan. Win the game by being the first player to score 26 or more points
with Reward cards.

Term: Local Area
The term “Local Area” is used throughout these rules to refer
to the tile your pawn is on plus all adjacent tiles.
For example, with your pawn on Abbottsville at the start of the
game, your Local Area is Abbottsville plus the surrounding
fence tiles – 7 tiles in total.

Taking a Turn
Abbottsville is played in individual turns. After you have completed your turn, the player to your left takes the
next turn. This continues around the table until the game ends.
On your turn, take the following steps, in order:
1. Add Tiles to the Map
2. Take 1 Action: Travel, Hunt or Gather
3. Defend Against Predators
4. Move 1 Predator
These steps are detailed over the next few pages.

1. Add Tiles to the Map
(Skip this step if there are no tiles remaining in the face-down stacks at the side of the play area.)
Pick tiles from the face-down stacks and add them face-up to the map in the middle of the play area:
• 2 players: pick & place 3 tiles
• 3 or 4 players: 2 tiles
• 5 or 6 players: 1 tile
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Add a tile to the map so that at least 2 of its edges are adjacent to existing
tiles.

Note: A Predator Home Tile has additional conditions:
• It cannot be placed next to one of the fence tiles.
• It cannot be placed next to an existing Predator Home
tile.
If you pick a Predator Home tile and cannot place it on your turn, leave it on the
table in front of you. Try to place it at the start of your next turn, and then draw
additional new tiles to place.
If you add a Predator Home tile to the map, take a red Predator Pawn from the Common Stock and
place it on that tile.

After adding any tile to the map, place a white Explorer Cube on the tile. If the tile has a “2
cube” icon on it (shown to the right), place a second Explorer Cube on it.

2. Take One Action: Travel, Hunt or Gather
After adding tiles to the map, you must choose to take a single action -- either Travel, Hunt or Gather.
Note: If the Village Alarm is currently on Abbottsville, you may not Travel or Gather – you must Hunt.

Travel
Move your pawn up to 3 tiles, following these rules:
• Do not move your pawn onto the same tile twice in a single turn.
• Do not end your pawn’s movement on a tile that already has another player’s pawn
on it, unless it has a “multiple pawns” icon (shown to the right). You may temporarily
move your pawn onto a tile that has another player’s pawn as long as you are just
passing through to another tile.

If you move your pawn onto a tile that contains any Explorer cubes, take those cubes from the tile and
place them in front of you. When you have 4 or more cubes, immediately trade 4 of them in for 1 faceup Reward card from the top of the Rewards deck. (See the “Reward Cards” section on page 10 for more
details.) The cubes you trade in are returned to the Common Stock.
If you did not end your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles – Abbottsville, Trade Caravan, or
Medicine Hut – move on to step 3.
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If you did end your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles, take the actions for that tile and then end
your turn immediately (you skip steps 3 & 4 on this turn).

Abbottsville: When returning to the village, you will be treated for injuries, turn in
goods, and select a new partner to venture out into the surrounding land again.

Do, the following things, in order:
1. Remove all Injury Markers from your Player Reference and People cards and return them to the
Common Stock.
2. Trade in goods for Rewards. The main reason to return to the village is to deliver the goods you
gathered while away. You receive Rewards based on the variety of the goods you deliver.
For each full set of goods chips, view 1 Reward card from the top of the Rewards deck. A full set is
defined as:
• 3 blue Water chips
• OR 2 black Stone chips
• OR 1 yellow Food chip
For each different type of goods you have a full set of, keep 1 of the Reward cards that you viewed.
Place the cards that you keep face-down in front of you, and return the ones that you do not keep to the
bottom of the Rewards deck. (See the “Reward Cards” section on page 10 for more details.)

For example, if you arrive at Abbottsville with 4 Water and 4 Stone,
you would view 3 Reward cards (1 set of 3 Water, 2 sets of 2
Stone), and keep 2 of those cards (2 different types of goods). The
1 extra Water chip would stay on your Player Reference card.

Return the chips that made up full sets to the Common Stock. Keep any extra goods chips left over that
cannot form a full set – such as 1 or 2 extra Water or 1 extra Stone – on your Player Reference card.
They will be carried with you when you return out into the surrounding land.

3. Get a new People card. Return the People card you had been using to the bottom of the
Abbottsville People deck. Look at the top 2 cards from the People deck. Keep 1 and return the other to
the top of the People deck. Reveal and read the description of the card that you kept, and then set it
face-up in front of you.
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Trade Caravan: Trade in any 2 goods chips for 1 face-up Reward card from the top of
the Rewards deck. The 2 goods chips can be any color and combination, and are
removed from your Player Reference and/or People card and returned to the Common
Stock. (See the “Reward Cards” section on page 10 for more details.)

Medicine Hut: Remove all Injury Markers from your Player Reference and People cards and
return them to the Common Stock.

If you ended your pawn’s movement on one of these special tiles, your turn is over. If you ended on any other
type of tile, move on to step 3.

Hunt
Before hunting, you may move your pawn up to 2 tiles. Follow the same movement rules as when traveling,
plus:
• Do not end your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles – Abbottsville, Trade Caravan,
Medicine Hut.
• You must have at least 1 Predator pawn in the Local Area where you end your pawn’s movement.
• If the Village Alarm is currently on Abbottsville, you must continue to move until you have at least 1
Predator pawn in your Local Area that is on a fence tile.

Roll 1 Defense die for each Shield icon you have on your Player Reference and People cards.
For each Shield that is showing on the dice after your roll, remove 1 Predator pawn from your Local Area and
place it on a Predator Home tile that does not already contain another Predator.
For each Predator you were able to remove, take 1 white Explorer cube from the Common Stock and place
it in front of you. When you have 4 or more cubes, immediately trade 4 of them in for 1 face-up Reward card
from the top of the Rewards deck. (See the “Reward Cards” section on page 10 for more details.) The cubes
you trade in are returned to the Common Stock.

If the Village Alarm is currently on Abbottsville, and there are now fewer than 2 Predators on fence tiles, you
may remove the Village Alarm from Abbotsville and return it to the Common Stock.

Move on to step 3.
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Gather
Before gathering, you may move your pawn 1 tile. Follow the same movement rules as when traveling, plus:
• Do not end your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles – Abbottsville, Trade Caravan,
Medicine Hut.
• You must have at least 1 goods icon in the Local Area where you end your pawn’s movement.

There are 3 different types of goods icons:
• Water is a “W” in a blue circle.
• Stone is an “S” in a black circle.
• Food is an “F” in a yellow circle.

You may roll the dice for the goods found in your Local Area, as follows:
• Roll 1 die for each matching die icon found on your Player Reference and People cards.
• Roll 1 additional die for each matching “+” in a square found on a tile in your Local Area.
• You may not roll more than 4 dice for a type of good.

For example, in the graphic shown to the left, if you are the orange
player, your Local Area has Water and Stone available for gathering.
Your Reference and People cards show icons for 3 Water dice and 1
Stone die. The extra “+” on the Stone tile adds another Stone die. For
this gather action, you will roll 3 Water dice and 2 Stone dice.

For each goods icon that is showing on the dice after you roll, collect 1
chip of that goods type (blue for Water, black for Stone, yellow for Food)
from the Common Stock.
You may place 1 chip on each of the Carry Circles
found on your Player Reference and People cards
that is not covered up by an Injury Marker. If you have
more goods chips than Carry Circles available, you
must choose which chips to carry with you and return
the rest to the Common Stock.

Move on to step 3.
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3. Defend Against Predators
(Skip this step if you ended your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles – Abbottsville, Trade Caravan,
or Medicine Hut.)

Roll 1 Predator die for each Predator in your Local Area, up to a maximum of 3 Predator
dice. Also, roll 1 Defense die for each Shield icon you have on your Player Reference
and People cards.
If there are more Claw icons showing than Shield icons on the dice after you roll, subtract
the number of Claws from the number of Shields to determine your number of injuries. For
each injury, take 1 Injury Marker from the Common Stock and place it across 2 Carry
Circles on either your Player Reference card or your People card. You may shift the
location of goods chips before placing the Injury Marker, or remove goods chips and return
them to the Common Stock if needed.
For example, if you have 2 Predators in your Local Area and 2 Shield icons showing on your Player
Reference and People cards, you will roll 2 Predator dice and 2 Defense dice. If the result of the roll
is 2 Claws and 1 Shield, you get 1 injury and must add an Injury Marker to one of your cards.

4. Move a Predator
(Skip this step if you ended your pawn’s movement on one of the 3 special tiles – Abbottsville, Trade Caravan,
or Medicine Hut.)
Find the Predator pawn that is furthest from Abbottsville. If there are 2 or more Predators that are equally the
furthest from Abbottsville, then choose 1 of them to move.
Move the Predator 2 tiles, following these rules:
• Do not move onto the same tile twice.
• Do not move onto a tile with a “No Predators” icon (shown to the right).
• Do not end on a tile that already contains a Predator pawn. You may temporarily move onto a tile with
another Predator as long as you are just passing through to another tile.
• The Predator must stop at the fence around Abbottsville, even if it is after moving only 1 tile.
• The Predator must end closer to Abbottsville than it started, if possible.

After moving the Predator, if there are 2 or more Predators on fence tiles around
Abbottsville, take the Village Alarm from the Common Stock and place it onto Abbottsville.
Announce “Village Alarm!” to the other players.
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Reward Cards
Reward cards are used for scoring. You get them by turning in Explorer cubes, trading with the Trade Caravan,
or delivering goods to Abbottsville. Some Reward cards will be kept face-up and some face-down, depending
on how you get them. Your score is based on all of your cards, no matter if they are face-up or face-down.
You may never have more than 7 total Reward cards. If you get additional cards, choose which ones you
will keep and return the extras to the bottom of the Rewards deck.
Each card has a value on it along with an icon:

Your score is the sum of your cards’ values, plus 5 points for every set of 3 of the same icon.
For example, the 7 cards above total 20 points. If the first 2 cards had deer icons instead the berry bush and
claw, there would be a set of 3 deer icons, and it would add 5 more points for a total or 25 points.

Getting Rewards from Explorer Cubes
You get white Explorer cubes by either moving your pawn onto a tile that has Explorer cubes on it, or by
successfully hunting Predators. When you have 4 or more cubes, immediately trade 4 of them in for 1 Reward
card.
Take 1 card from the top of the Rewards deck. Keep this card face-up in front of you.

Getting Rewards from the Trade Caravan
When you travel to the Trade Caravan tile, you may trade in any 2 goods chips that you are carrying for 1
Reward.
Take 1 card from the top of the Rewards deck. Keep this card face-up in front of you.

Getting Rewards from delivering goods to Abbottsville
When returning to Abbottsville with goods chips, you get to view 1 Reward card for each full set of goods chips
you deliver, and you get to keep 1 of those cards for each different type of goods delivered.
Take these cards from the top of the Rewards deck. Place the cards you keep face-down in front of you.
Return the ones you do not keep to the bottom of the Rewards deck.
You may look at your face-down cards at any time to remind yourself of their values and icons.

Ending the Game
When the score of your Reward cards is 26 or more points, you are the winner.
Stop the game immediately and reveal all of your cards for the other players to verify your win. If you were
mistaken, leave all of your Reward cards face-up in front of you and continue the game.
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People Cards
Each of the Abbottsville People cards has a unique set of information. While each of the Player Reference
cards are setup exactly the same, the different People that players will be paired-up with will give each player a
different set of skills to use.

The Dice Icons show how many dice you will roll when your Gather, Hunt or Defend Against Predators. In the
shown example, Earl is able to roll 1 Water die, 1 Stone die, and 1 Defense die. The Carry Circles show how
many individual goods chips you will be able to carry. Earl is able to carry 8 chips.
The Player Reference cards are setup the same way with Dice Icons and Carry Circles, but do not have a
background story or a special ability.
The People have the following special abilities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Abbott: 3 Cubes for Reward … You may trade in 3 Explorer cubes for a face-up Reward card, instead of 4.
Beth: See Others’ Rewards … Once per turn, you may ask 1 other player to show you their face-down Reward
cards. The other player must oblige.
Charles: Easy-Gotten Reward … Once per game, when you end your pawn’s movement on the Trade Caravan
tile, you may collect 1 face-up Reward card without having to trade in any chips.
Dorris: Reroll Water Dice … Whenever you Gather, you may reroll any number of Water dice one time before
determining how many Water icons are showing on the dice.
Earl: Extra Movement … You may move 1 extra tile when you Travel, Hunt or Gather.
Franny: Reroll Defence Die … You may reroll 1 Defense die each time you Hunt or Defend Against Predators.
Gregory: Reroll All Dice … Whenever you Gather, you may choose to reroll all of the dice before determining
how many goods icons are showing on the dice. If you choose to reroll, you must roll all of the dice – you may not
pick and choose which dice to roll.
Helen: View Extra Reward … When you end your pawn’s movement on Abbottsville and you are trading in your
goods chips, you may view 1 extra Reward card.
Ian: Reroll Stone Dice … Whenever you Gather, you may reroll any number of Stone dice one time before
determining how many Stone icons are showing on the dice.
Jessica: Fast Return to Village … You may return your pawn directly to Abbottsville with a single Travel action,
no matter how many tiles away it is.
Karl: Reroll Food Dice … Whenever you Gather, you may reroll any number of Food dice one time before
determining how many Food icons are showing on the dice.
Lily: Reroll Any 3 Dice … Whatever you Gather, you may reroll up to 3 dice of your choice one time before
determining how many goods icons are showing on the dice.
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Graphic Asset Attribution
Nearly all of the foreground graphic items on the tiles (trees, shrubs, deer, stone, walls, buildings, fences,
wells, horses, wagons, etc.) are by Reiner “Tiles” Prokein, and are available as free 2D graphics on
reinerstilesets.de.
The following individual graphic items, created by others, were also used in this game’s artwork:
• Wallpaper Background: “Textured Wallpaper, Australia,” by Joe Bennett from Melbourne, Australia. Via
Wikimedia Commons (commons.wikimedia.org)
• Female Silhouette: "User" designed by Rémy Médard from the Noun Project (thenounproject.com)
• Male Sihouette: “Man_Silhouette” by Ricardo P. via Wikimedia Commons (commons.wikimedia.org)
• Shield Icon: “Checked Shield” by Lorc from Game Icons (game-icons.net)
• Bell on Village Alarm: “Ringing Bell Icon” by Lorc from Game Icons (game-icons.net)

